WHAT IS VAN WHY DESIGN?
Van Why Design is a programming service specializing in
VBA and VB.Net programming to customize Excel. I have
been developing Excel tools for over 15 years and have
developed a wide range of programs and plugins. The
benefits realized from extending Excel’s capabilities are
far reaching and include:










Adding functionality which may not currently exist
Automation of processes
Reduction in errors
Software cost avoidance
Time savings
Improved work flow
Reduced learning curve
Process simplification

WHAT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED?
The tools to customize Excel are extremely versatile and more capable than most people realize. I have
developed programs from creating a custom function to a full application which includes its own menu system.
Using VBA and VB.Net to customize Excel, you can achieve a program to do just about anything. A few of the
programs I previously developed include:

 Program to automatically import and parse all .csv
files in a selected folder. Over 200 .csv files could
be imported in less than a minute saving over an
hour a week.

 Program to automatically personalize emails to all
clients listed in a spreadsheet. Each email was
automatically generated.

 Program to Import an inspection dataset and
generate inspection data maps to images
imbedded in the workbook saving time generating
images and streamlining the process.

 Program to automatically populate customer

 Program to generate inspection report data for
import and viewing in CAD to reduce the need to
utilize CMM software and personnel to evaluate
inspection results.

 Program to automatically download stock prices
from a user specified list of ticker symbols
eliminating manual lookup of individual stocks.

 Program to generate statistical evaluation of
multiple inspection data files providing a capability
not previously available.

 Program to export inspection results in .iges file
format for general CAD viewing.

required forms from dimensional inspection
results.
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